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U3A Southern Peninsula Survey

1. How long have you been a member of U3A Southern Peninsula

2. Which best describes your role in U3A SP? Tick the boxes that apply to you.

3. Where do you go for information about U3A SP?

4. U3A SP aims to support the whole individual. Please arrange the options in order of importance to you.

164
Responses

06:25
Average time to complete

Closed
Status

1 - 3 years 63

4 - 6 years 40

7 - 10 years 27

More than 10 years 34

Volunteer 21

Member attending a course 131

Leader / Tutor of a course 32

Office 23

Newsletter 82

What's New 17

Email 79

Website 84

Facebook 10

1 Social connection

2 Mental stimulation

3 Physical activity
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5. What has worked well for you in 2022?

145
Responses

Latest Responses
"very happy that I am part of U3A golf"

"Social networking "

"All that I have been involved in"

6. What could U3A SP do better?

113
Responses

Latest Responses
"Don't know how you would improve"

"Not much "

7. Southern Peninsula stretches across a wide area, with classes offered across this area. Which best describes
where you prefer to attend courses?

8. Other comments.

68
Responses

Latest Responses
"We need to form an action group to strongly persue with local council bette…

Mt Martha - Dromana 38

Dromana - Rosebud 100

Rosebud - Rye 25

Rye - Sorrento 10

All of the above depending on t… 33

What has worked well for you in 2022?

Members expressed their pleasure at being able to meet in person with their groups. They enjoyed mixing with like-minded people and making new friends to support and challenge them. There was also a focus on the wide range of classes with strong programs offered. The leaders were congratulated for providing a positive, friendly learning environment. Good communication about courses and strong admin support was also highlighted.

What could U3A SP do better?

While many members said they were happy with the way it is currently, the commonest point of interest was the current accommodation and the need to continue lobbying with Council and politicians to improve and expand our facilities. Other points to be considered:
•	More social functions, short courses and day outings.
•	Recruitment drives to attract newly retired
•	Coordinated communication strategy
•	Extend connections with otherU3As
•	Class sizes and timings

Other comments.

This was generally the space where members expressed their gratitude for ‘another year of fabulous work supporting SP seniors community’. There were some more specific comments: more volunteers; good to see the recent cooperation with Mornington U3A; the President to visit the courses and meet the members; pursuing local council re improved space and facilities.






























